
  Answer each of the following questions prompted by the text and/or today’s sermon.

1.  Read 1 Samuel 8. Describe the circumstances and reasons why the Israelites, the people of 
God, in Samuel’s time wanted a king. How does this relate to how we respond to the kingdoms 
of the left and right still today? 

2.  React to: “God’s purpose for the civil kingdom (the Kingdom of the Left) is to sustain justice and 
peace in the world. In other words, the government’s primary role is to do justice by promoting 
good and punishing evil.” 

3.  React to: “The Kingdom of the Right is also known as the spiritual kingdom.  This kingdom is 
not of this world.  In this Right-hand Kingdom God’s purpose is to make people followers of 
Jesus. And the instruments used to make followers of Jesus are not laws or good government, 
but God’s Word and Sacraments.”

4.  React to: “The purpose of the left-hand kingdom was never meant to mend our sinful nature, 
the problem of evil, and death itself. The left-hand kingdom can curb sin and evil with laws…but 
it cannot solve the problem.” 

 
5.  Do you believe that you are imbalanced at the present time in terms of living in the left-hand 

and right-hand kingdoms? Explain. What are some ways that we can better live in the left- and 
right-hand kingdoms in a healthy way? 

6.  What should it look like for you to take a “stand” today as a Christian?  

7. React to: “The only way we have a possibility for peace and thriving is through praying for all 
elected officials. Pray that the Evil One would be kept far away from them. Are you praying as 
hard for President Biden as you did for President Trump…and vice-versa for our next leader?”

 
8. Read John 17:15 - I do not ask that you take them out of the world, but that you keep them 

from the evil one. React to: “Jesus is boldly fighting “escapism.” Jesus says, “I’m not going 
to give my followers an excuse to escape from this world. I’m not coming to invite them to 
put their heads in the sand. I’m praying that they love the world that is often hostile to my 
truth. Keep them in the faith with their eyes focused on Me!”  While we are sojourners, exiles 
in this world, aliens, foreigners, etc.  our primary mission is NOT to escape this world.  We 
acknowledge we will one day leave this world through faith in Jesus…but we are not seeking 
anyway possible to leave now.  Jesus says, “Stay, there is work to do.”

9. Compare and contrast Jonah’s response to God’s calling by reacting with: “I don’t want to go to 
Nineveh!” to Isaiah’s response of: “Here I am, send me!” in terms of living in the right-hand and 
left-hand kingdoms.
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